
Summary 

Large number of researches proven sexual differences in frequency and content of sexual 

fantasies (SF) in men and women. Results of the recent studies consent on fact that male SF 

are more frequent, and there are more types of SF compared to female SF. Study that we 

propose is one of the first to investigate repertoire gaining in both sexes based on different 

presumptions for each. Among mechanisms we will test are: higher frequency of masturbation 

among man which gives more space to form larger repertoire, selective attention to external 

erotic stimuli related to different evolutionary-biological relevance in men and women and 

gaining the content of SF trough realization of activity that SF later represents. Also we 

present factor analysis of SF content. Significant difference was found in number of SF in 

man and woman in absolute number of different types of SF related to objects (F=10,06, p= 

0,002) but not activities. Largest impact on amount of SF related to objects was found in age 

when person had most orgasms - negatively (r = -0,347, p = 0,003), amount of orgasms in that 

age  per week(r = 0,930, p = 0,011), frequency of masturbation (r = 0,776, p = 0,030) and 

erotica exposure (r = 0,353,p = 0,001). When GLM was aplicated on previously tested affects 

sex of participant was not significant predictor of larger amount of SF, best predictor SF with 

object and activity amount is erotica exposure. When frequency of SF with evolutionary 

relevant objects was tested, results show that man fantasize about younger (χ2 = 16,95, p < 

0,001) and unexperienced (χ2 = 36,94, p < 0,001)  partner more often, on the other hand 

women fantasize about same sex partner more often (χ2 = 11,09, p = 0,001) and realize such 

activity more often (t = -2,736, p = 0,007). 

 

  

  



 


